MONDAY

Choose one of the following topics to write about.

Creative Writing

Your writing should be at least 4 sentences long, make sense, and have correct punctuation.

1. If you could be a superhero with special powers, what powers would you have and how would you use them?

2. If you could ask for any present in the world, what would you ask for and why? Who would you share it with?

OR

Book Report-- Choose one FICTION book you read this week. Write at least 3 sentences that describe the beginning, middle, and end of the story. Try to use vocabulary and character names from the story to make your sentences more descriptive.

TUESDAY

Reading—Read for at least 15 minutes independently or with a partner and record one or more of the book titles on your reading log.

Math—Complete one or more of the following math activities.

1. Copy and answer each of the addition facts then write a related subtraction fact for each one.

   12+3   6+7   9+8   7+5   2+10   3+9

   Remember…Related facts use the same numbers, but in a different order.

   Ex. 9+6=15   15-6=9

2. How does a number line help you count on? Use math statements to explain your thinking.

3. Complete the following 2-step word problem.

   Evan and his sister each bought 4 presents from the store. Then Evan went back and bought another present. How many presents do Evan and his sister have together?

   **Draw a number bond and write a math statement to show your answer.**
**WEDNESDAY**

*Reading*—Read for at least 15 minutes independently or with a partner and record one or more of the book titles on your reading log.

*Math—Complete one or more of the following math activities.*

1. How does the fact $6+9=15$ help you solve $15-6$? Use math statements to explain your thinking.

2. Circle the numbers that make 10. Put them into a number bond and solve.

   Example:
   
   $10$
   
   $9 + 1 + 5 = 15$

   $3 + 6 + 4 = \_\_\_\_\_\_\_$  $2 + 8 + 5 = \_\_\_\_\_\_\_$  $9 + 6 + 1 = \_\_\_\_\_\_\_$

3. Complete the following word problem.

   J.J. paints 8 rocks red. He paints fewer than 3 rocks blue. How many rocks could J.J. have painted in all?

   **Draw pictures, write a number sentence, or use words to model your thinking.**

**THURSDAY**

*Reading*—Read for at least 15 minutes independently or with a partner and record one or more of the book titles on your reading log.

*Word Study*—Complete one of the following spelling activities. This week’s words are: because, again, found, every, light, best, saw, & what.

1. Write all your spelling words in ABC order.

2. Write each of your spelling words correctly, then write it as a crossword.

   Example: car  
   
   c a r

**FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY**

Take time out for family and friends. Be generous with your time and love. Also, remember to snuggle up with a good book for fun each day.